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Explicit formulas are given for the quadratic and quartic characters of units of 
certain quadratic fields in terms of representations by positive definite binary 
quadratic forms, as conjectured by Leonard and Williams (Pacific J. Math. 71 
(1977), Rocky Mountain J. Math. 9 (1979)), and by Lehmer (J. Reine Angew. Math. 
268/69 (1974)). For example, if p and 4 are primes such that p = 1 (mod 8) 9 3 5 
(mod 8) and the Legendre symbol (q/p) = 1, and if E is the fundamental unit of 
a(&), then (4~)~ = (- 1 )“+T where p=a2+ 16b2 and pk= c2 + 16qd’ with k 
odd. e 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be the fundamental unit of the real quadratic field Q(h). If p is 
an odd prime and the Legendre symbol (m/p) = 1, then E can be interpreted 
as an integer modulo p. Various authors have given explicit formulas for 
evaluating the quadratic symbol (E/P) and sometimes even the biquadratic 
or octic symbols (s/p), or (.s/~)~ in terms of positive definite binary 
quadratic forms which represent suitable powers of p as norms from certain 
orders in Q(G). To make the problem more precise, it is assumed that 
p E 1 (mod 2”+‘) and that (E/P)~~-~ = 1. Then (.s/~)~” takes values + 1 and is 
independent of the choice of & modulo p. In particular, Lehmer [4] was 
interested in this question for applications to primality-testing, while other 
authors such as [ 1, 3] have presented their results as examples of 
reciprocity laws on the splitting of primes in non-abelian extensions of Q. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following explicit character for- 
mulas. The first was essentially conjectured by Leonard and Williams [S, 
II, Table (part 2)]. The second strengthens a result conjectured by Lehmer 
[4, Conjecture 43. See [S, I; and 23 for proofs of the other conjectures in 
[4]. See [3] for proofs of the other conjectures in [S, I]. In each represen- 
tation by quadratic forms below, it is assumed that the variables are 
integers. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let p and q be primes such that p = 1 (mod 8), q = 7 
(mod 8), and (q/p) = 1. The class number k of K = a(,,&) is odd and pk 
has the form a2 + 16qb2. The class number of L = Q’(a) is 41, where 1 is 
odd if and only $q= 7 (mod 16). Let E be the fundamental unit of Q(d). 
Then p’ is represented by one of the following forms, and the corresponding 
character formula holds: 
p’= x2 + 8qy2 and (E/P) = (2/P),( - 1 )b 
pi = 2x2 + qy2 and (E/P) = (2/P),( - 1 Y+ ‘. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let p and q be primes such that p = 1 (mod 4), q = 5 
(mod 8), and (q/p)= 1. Let E be the fundamental unit of Q(h). The class 
number of K = CD(&) is 2k, where k is odd, and pk has the form x2 + qy’. 
Furthermore (E/P)= (- 1)“. Suppose that in fact (E/P)= 1 and that p- 1 
(mod 8). Then y = 4d. Write p in the form a2 + 16b’. Then ($P)~ = (- l)b+d. 
Results of this type on the characters of quadratic units have a nice inter- 
pretation in the context of elliptic curves with complex multiplication. 
Given an imaginary quadratic field K of discriminant - m, there is an ellip- 
tic curve E with complex multiplication by the ring of integers f& and hav- 
ing absolute invariant j equal to the j-invariant of the lattice UK. The curve 
E is defined over the field H= K(j), which is the maximal unramified 
abelian extension of K. In particular, the degree [H : K] is the class num- 
ber of K. See [9] for further details about these well-known results. 
In fact, there are many choices of E, all of which are isomorphic over a 
quadratic extension of H. Assume for simplicity that the only roots of unity 
in K are f 1. By [8, Corollary 1, p. 5071 we can choose E to have good 
reduction modulo any finite set of primes of K. Let p be an odd prime such 
that ( -m/p) = 1. Let P be a prime of K lying over p and let !@ be a prime 
of H over P. Assume that E is chosen to have good reduction modulo ‘p 
and denote the reduced curve by E. If Pk = (x + y J-m) is principal, then 
the residue field &,/Cp is contained in the field lFpk with pk elements and the 
number of points N, on E over [F$ is 
(1) 
There is an ambiguity here in the choice of sign of x, but if we first fix x, we 
can then replace E by a suitable “twist” if necessary to insure that (1) is 
valid. 
Let T be the division field H(E,,) obtained by adjoining to H the coor- 
dinates of all the points of 2-power order defined over some algebraic 
closure of K. Then the extent of splitting of p in T is related to the power of 
2 dividing Nk and hence to the 2-adic expansions of x and y, as are the 
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explicit character laws above. In Section 4 below we explain how to prove 
Proposition 2 from this point of view. However, we first present proofs of 
Propositions 1 and 2 using only the underlying class field theory, in the 
hope of making them more widely accessible. 
Before proceeding to the proofs, we collect here some notation of class 
field theory. If F is a number field and u a place of F (possibly 
Archimedean) we denote by FE the v-adic completion of F, and by J, the 
idele group of F, consisting of valuation vectors (a,) such that a, is an 
element of the units U, of F, at all but finitely many places. By convention 
U = R*2 if u is real and U, = @ * if u is complex. We let F be the 
embedding of F* on the diagonal of J,. 
We shall also use the Hilbert norm-residue symbol 
I ‘. .L”xL*+/.Lr I > II>. 
a bimultiplicative form on the multiplicative group L* of a local field L, 
with values in the group of roots of unity pL contained in L, and which 
induces a perfect self-pairing of L*/L*e with e= 1~~1. Recall that 
{a, 6jL = 1 if and only if b is a norm from L( 6). See [7, Chap. XIV] for 
further properties. If d divides e, we let ( , )L.d= ( , }f“ be the symbol 
with values in pLd. For a and b in a number field F with 1~~1 = d, reciprocity 
then takes the form 
where the product is taken over all completions F, of F, and the norm- 
residue symbol is trivial by convention at complex primes. 
2. LEONARD-WILLIAMS CONJECTURE 
Let q be a prime such that q E 7 (mod 8). We are interested in the 
arithmetic of the fields K= Q(A) and L = Q(n). By the theory of 
genera, K has odd class number h, = k and the 2-Sylow subgroup C,(2) of 
the ideal class group C, of L is cyclic. The beginning of the unramified 
extension corresponding to C,(2) has been determined, for example, in [l] 
as in the following lemma. In this section, we use upper-case (resp. gothic) 
letters for primes of K (resp. L). We denote by [p] the class of the ideal p 
in the ideal class group C,. 
LEMMA 3. Let P, be a prime over 2 in K and let Pt = (a). The sign of a 
can be chosen so that H = &p(a, $, ,,&) is the unique cyclic 
unramified extension of L of degree 4. The class number h, of L is always 
divisible by 4, and is divisible by 8 if and only if q z 15 (mod 16). 
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Proof: The element a of K embeds as 2ka0, where a0 is a unit in the 
completion K, = QZ. Since the norm Nz(~)=2~, it follows that a embeds 
as a;’ in the completion K,, at the other place Pi over 2 in K. The com- 
pletions of H at primes ov& 2 therefore have the form Q,(& 6). 
Clearly the sign of a can be chosen to make these unramified over the com- 
pletion L,, - a,(*) at the prime pz over 2 in L. Because C,(2) is cyclic, 
the field H is uniquely determined, by class field theory. Furthermore, h, is 
divisible by 4. 
Let q be the prime ideal over q in L. Clearly [q] has order 2 in C,. Now 
h, is divisible by 8 if and only if [q] is in Ct, or equivalently, by class field 
theory, q splits completely in H. But this happens if and only if the ideal 
(,,&) of K splits in K(G). To decide the splitting of (fi), we use 
reciprocity in K. Since the Hilbert norm-residue symbols involved are to 
take values in p2, we simplify the notation of the Introduction by writing 
( , j, for ( , )K,,z. We fix a choice of fi in Q,, and continue to denote 
it by J- -4. Then by reciprocity 
(a, &ih,r,, = (a, &i)pl(4 J-4jp; 
= Gkh J-4h&~‘~ -&ih2 
= Gk, J-s)02(ao, - 1 jo2 
= (2, J-q)Q> 
using the fact that a0 = 1 (mod 4) and that k is odd. The last symbol above 
is well-known [7, Chap. XIV, Sect. 41 to be + 1 of - 1 according as 
J-9 G + 1 or f 3 (mod 8). Hence (& j splits in K(& j and therefore 
h, is divisible by 8 if and only if q E 15 (mod 16). 
Now let p be a prime such that p- 1 (mod 8) and (q/p) = 1. The next 
lemma tells us about the quadratic character (a/p). Note that if we choose 
integers modulo p to represent a and a primitive fourth root of unity i, then 
the characters below do not depend on the choices. 
LEMMA 4. We can represent pk by the form a2 + 16qb2. Then (a/p) = 
(i/PM - 1 )b. 
Proof Let P be a prime ideal in K lying over p. Then Pk = (rr,) is prin- 
cipal, so that pk is a norm from a[&]. In fact pk has the form 
a2 + 16q6’ by congruence considerations modulo 8. Let rcP = a + 46 fi. 
We shall use the reciprocity law for K with notation for Hilbert symbols as 
in the proof of Lemma 3. It is clear that in either 2-adic embedding of K we 
have xp=a+4b-a(l +46) (mod8). Hence 
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(M/P) = (6 QP = (4 q&’ $L; 
= (2%,, a +4b),,(a,‘, a + 4b)Qz 
= (2, a)&29 1 + 4b),, 
= (- l)+ 1)/y - l)b, 
Since p E pk = a2 (mod 16) and (i/~)~ = (- l)(p~“/8, the result follows. 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 1 of the Introduction. Let p be a 
prime over p in L. If we fix a choice of fundamental unit E = 1 + fi and of 
primitive eighth root of unity [ = (1 + i)/$ then (1 + i) E = (1 + [)‘. Hence 
(E/P) = (1 + i/p) = (2i/p),. It follows from Lemma 4 that 
(E/P) = (2/P),( - UbWP). (2) 
Since p splits in L(a), [p] is in Ct by class field theory and Lemma 3. 
Hence [p’] has order 1 or 2 in C,. Moreover it is clear that [p’] is trivial 
if and only if [p ] is in C”, , and this is equivalent to (a/p) = 1, again by class 
field theory and Lemma 3. 
If, indeed p’ is principal then p’ is a norm from L[G] and we have 
p’= x2 + 8qy2 by consideration modulo 8. Since (a/p) = 1 in this case, we 
obtain the desired character formula from (2). 
If, however, [p’] has order 2, then p2p’ must be principal because [p2] 
also has order 2. It follows that p’ is represented by 2x2 + qy*. But now 
(a/p) = -1 and we again obtain the desired result from (2). 
Remark. This result may be restated as (E/P) = (2/p),( - l)bi’, where c 
is 0 or 1 according to whether or not [p] is in Ct. 
3. LEHMER CONJECTURE 
In this section q is a prime such that q E 5 (mod 8) and E is the fun- 
damental unit of Q(h). We first recall the following well-known facts 
about the arithmetic of the field K= Q(A). 
LEMMA 5. The field K has class number 2k, where k is odd. The maximal 
unramified abelian extension of K of degree a power of 2 is K(i). 
Proof. By the theory of genera, the 2-Sylow subgroup C,(2) of the 
ideal class group C, of K is cyclic. Clearly K(i) is unramilied over K. Let P2 
be the ideal over 2 in K. Since P, remains prime in K(i) its class [P2] must 
generate C,(2) by class field theory. Since Pz = (2) is principal, the lemma 
clearly follows. 
In order to exploit class field theory further, we wish to find an abelian 
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extension of K with minimal ramification and related to &‘I4 in a simple 
way. The following well-known lemma is an exercise in Galois theory 
which we leave to the reader. 
LEMMA 6. Let A4 be a Galois extension of K(i) with Gal(M/K(i)) = Z/4. 
Write M= K(i, c1’j4) for some ~1 in K(i)*. Let o be an embedding of A4 to C 
whose restriction to K(i) generates Gal(K(i)/K). Then A4 is Galois over K if 
and only if there is an element l? in K(i)* such that a(~) = a/B4 for n = & 1, 
and such that (/?‘jY’)4 = 1. Moreover Gal( M/K) is abelian or dihedral 
according as n = -1 or n = 1. In the former case, Gal(M/K) is Z/S or 
Z/4 @ Z/2 according as (/F’l3”)* is - 1 or 1. 
It is easy to see that the group of elements of K(i)* which are units out- 
side 2 is generated by i, 1 + i, and E, and that K(i) has odd class number. In 
order that the extension A4 over K be unramilied outside 2 and related to 
&‘I4 in a non-trivial way, CI should therefore have the form CI = i”( 1 + i)‘” E. 
In order that M be abelian over K we must have e2 = 2 (mod 4) by 
Lemma 6. For simplicity we take GI = (1 + i)* E. Then A4 = K(i, ,‘$%) is 
Galois over K with Gal(M/K) = Z/8, and A4 over K is unramified outside 
primes over 2. To determine the arithmetic of A4 over K more precisely we 
need the following lemma on the local situation at primes over 2. 
LEMMA 7. Let K=Q2(,&) and fi=Q,(fi, i, ,$%) be the 
respective completions of K and M. Let 7c = - 1 + &, which embeds as a 
prime of K. Denote by 8 and 8, the respective unit groups of K and a, and 
let 
8(n)={uE81u=l (modn)}. 
Let N be the norm from I@ to K. Then N( 0) 3 0(4P,). 
Proof Since [A : K(i)] divides 4 while K(i) is unramified over K, it is 
clear that N( @) 3 04. Furthermore, 8” 2 0(8P,) by Hensel’s lemma, and 9 
is easily seen to be a fourth power in 8 using the fact that -q is a square 
in K. Hence N( 0) 3 o(8). To complete the proof it suffices to show that 
any element x of K such that x = 1 + 47~ (mod 8) is a norm from fi. 
Let r=(-1+&)/2 and y = 1 - 2nz in I?(i). Let N, denote the norm 
from E(i) to R Then N,(y) E 1 + 2n (mod 8). Hence we can choose x to be 
N,(Y)~. It now suffices to show that y2 is a norm from fi. To do so, let 
( , } denote the quartic Hilbert norm-residue symbol of K(i) and let 
( , )j+) = { , }‘. Let ( , )QzC\/;J be the quadratic Hilbert symbol for 
Q2(&). Then 
{‘k Y)* = (2ih Y),Q~~ = (E, Y),w, = (E, N,(Y)),,,J;I,, 
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where N, is the norm from @ci) to O,(A). But N,(y) is easily seen to be 
congruent to 1 (mod 4) in O,(h). Hence the unit E is a norm from the 
unramilied extension obtained by adjoining N,(y)‘” to &p,(h). The last 
Hilbert symbol above therefore is trivial. It follows that y2 is a norm from 
R(i, @) as desired. 
By Lemma 7, the field M is contained in the maximal ray class field of K 
of conductor dividing 4P, = Pi. In general we index such ray class fields by 
the exponent of the conductor. Thus we let R, be the maximal ray class 
field of conductor dividing P; and L, the maximal subfield of R, of degree 
a power of 2 over K. 
LEMMA 8. Let S, be the subgroup of R* generated by - 1,2, and @P;). 
Then class field theory provides an isomorphism of R*/S,, to Gal(L,/K) 
which we denote by ft+ of. 
Proof Let H, be the maximal subfield of R, of odd degree over K. 
Then R, = H, L,, and H, n L, = K. Since C,(2) is generated by [P,], class 
field theory provides isomorphisms 
Gal( HO/K) 2: J, K*xn U,x@ K 
cy2 > 
and 
Gal( R,/K) N J, 8(P;)xn U,,x@ K. 
L’ 1 2 
Therefore 
Gal( L,/K) 2 Gal( R,/H,) = R* 
The denominator on the right is easily seen to be S,, using the fact that the 
multiplicative group of elements of K* which are units outside 2 is 
generated by - I and 2. 
LEMMA 9. The field L, is K(i, &), the field L, is K(i, $!, 6) and the 
field L, is K( i, fi, ,‘j’!%). 
Proof. Let II = -1 + A. Then R*/S, is generated by the cosets of n, 
1 + n, and 1 + 27r. From the relations 7c2/2 E 1 - rc (mod 4) and n4/4 = -5 
(mod 4P,), we see that Gal(L,/K) = (CT,) x (r~, +Zn) = Z/8 + Z/2. 
Since - 1 and 2 generate the subgroup of K* consisting of units outside 
the prime P,, K(i, 3) is the only extension of type (2,2) of K which is 
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unramitied outside P,. Hence L, contains K(i, &). By Lemma 7 the field 
L, also contains 
K(i, $, $6). 
J 4 2i.s. Comparing degrees over K then shows that L5 = 
It follows from Lemma 8 that Gal(L,/L,) is generated by o1 +2n and 
CJ,=a4,, viewed as elements of Gal(L,/K) = K*/S,. Clearly o;Z fixes J. By 
the proof of Lemma 7, we have N:“‘(y) E 1 + 2n (mod 8) and (E, y),~~, = 1. 
Hence 1 + 271 is a norm from @i, A). It follows that gi + 2n also fixes &. 
Hence L2 = K(i, J). Similarly, L4 is determined as the subfield of L, fixed 
by a,=~;. 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 2 of the Introduction. Let P be a 
prime over p in K Since P splits in K(i), its class in C, has odd order by 
Lemma 5 and class field theory. Hence Pk = (x,) = (x + y ,/-y) is prin- 
cipal. By taking norms to Q we find that pk has the form x2 + qy2. Since k 
is odd, if we embed rep in K then u,+ is the Frobenius of P in Gal(L,/K). 
Since p E 1 (mod 4) the element c,+ of Gal(L,/K) ‘v K*/S, fixes i. Hence 
u Ilp fixes 4 if and only if np is in S1. But clearly rep is congruent to 1 
(mod Pi) if and only if y is even. It follows that (E/P) = (- 1)“. 
Suppose now that (E/P) = 1 and that p 3 1 (mod 8). Then J' = 4d by con- 
gruence considerations modulo 8. Now consider c5 as an element of 
Gal(L,/K) = R*jS,. Since un now fixes K( i, 3, &), it has order at most 
2 in Gal(L,/K) and fixes J 4 2ic if and only if rc,, is in S,. But 7cp = x + 4d 
(mod 4P, ). Hence 
(2i&/p)4 = + 1 x+4d- -+_l (mod8) 
= -1 x + 4dz f5 (mod 8). 
In terms of Hilbert symbols for Qpz, we have (2z~/p)~ = (2, .x + 4d)Q, = 
(- l)d(2, ~)c> = (- l)“( - l)‘;‘- l)“. It is well known [l] that (2/p), = 
( - 1 )! Clearly (i/p)4=(-l)(P~‘)i8=(-1)(‘2~“/8 since pEpk=xZ 
(mod 16). Hence (~/p)~ = ( - 1 )b+d as desired. 
Remark. Lehmer’s conjecture concerned only the fields for which k = 1. 
In [4] she gave a proof for the character formula (E/P) = (- 1)” when 
k = 1. Leonard and Williams [S, II] showed that (c/p) = ( - l)? for all k. 
4. ELLIPTIC CURVES 
The arithmetic of elliptic curves with complex multiplication provides a 
framework for understanding explicit character formulas for quadratic 
units. We return to the set-up of the Introduction, E being an elliptic curve 
admitting complex multiplication by the ring of integers of K= Q(A) 
and q being a prime such that q E 5 (mod 8). As usual, it is assumed that 
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the isomorphism of End(E) with 0, is fixed in such a way that the action of 
End(E) on the holomorphic differential l-form of E is given by mul- 
tiplication by the corresponding element of OK. By Lemma 5, the Hilbert 
class field H of K, which is the field of definition for E, contains K(i) and 
[H : K(i)] = k is odd. Suppose that we have arranged for formula (1) to 
hold, with p being a prime such that p = 1 (mod 4) and (q/p) = 1. 
The main lemma of complex multiplication [9, Sect. 5.41 indicates that 
the power of 2 dividing Nk is related to the splitting of p in certain ray class 
fields of K. To make this more precise, let P, be the prime over 2 in K and 
let E(n) be the group of points of E defined over an algebraic closure of K 
and annihilated by the endomorphisms corresponding to elements of P;. 
LEMMA 10. Let H, be the field obtained by adjoining to H the coor- 
dinates of the points in E(n). Then H, is R, if n < 2, and H, is the com- 
positum R, H, ~ z if n 3 5. 
Proof. Let t, be a generator for the cyclic oKmodule E(n). If we fix a 
model for E in the form y* = 4x3 - c2x- c3 then the field obtained by 
adjoining to H the x coordinates of points of E(n) is R, by [9, Exercise 
5.101. Hence [H, : R,] 6 2, and is 2 if and only if there is an element 0 of 
Gal(HJR,) such that t#(t,)= -I, and t,# -tn. Clearly there is no non- 
trivial 4 for n < 2. Moreover, if [H, : R,] = 2 and n > 5, then 4 remains 
non-trivial on t, _ 2 = 2t,. Hence H, z is not contained in R, and the result 
follows for n > 5. 
We now give another proof of Proposition 2 of the Introduction. By for- 
mula (1) y is even if and only if Nk is divisible by 4, or equivalently E( 5,k) 
contains Z/202/2. Since F,k is an odd degree extension of OH/‘@, E’(iFpk) 
will contain all points of order 2 if and only if ‘$3 splits from H to H, = R,. 
This is equivalent to P splitting from K to L, = K(i, J), and hence to 
(E/P) = 1. Therefore (E/P) = ( - 1) ‘. 
Suppose further that p = 1 (modulo 8) and that (E/P) = 1. Then in fact y 
must be a multiple of 4, say I’= 4d. Fix the sign of x so that x = 1 
(modulo 4) say x= 1+4C. By formula (1) we now have Nk = 
16(C* + qd*). It follows that E(ff,k) contains Z/4@ Z/4 and therefore ‘@ 
splits from H to H,. Now Nk is divisible by 32 if and only if E( F,) con- 
tains Z/8 @ Z/4, or equivalently ‘$I splits from H to H, = R, H,. Therefore 
Nk is divisible by 32 if and only if P splits from K to L, = K(i, ,/?, ,$%). 
It follows that (2i&/p)4 = ( - 1 )c+ ‘. But (2i/p), = ( - 1 )h+ c‘ as in the end of 
the previous section. Hence (~/p)~ = (- 1 )h+d as desired. 
In general, there are analytic formulas for certain “elliptic units” [6] in 
the division fields of elliptic curves admitting complex multiplication. The 
splitting of primes in these fields can be determined by “explicit” reciprocity 
laws such as those of Coates and Wiles [lo]. It would be interesting to 
make these laws more explicit in the context of this paper. 
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